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Adaptive protein evolution in
Drosophila

Table 1 Proportion of amino-acid substitutions driven by positive selection
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For over 30 years a central question in molecular evolution has
been whether natural selection plays a substantial role in evolution at the DNA sequence level1,2. Evidence has accumulated over
the last decade that adaptive evolution does occur at the protein
level3,4, but it has remained unclear how prevalent adaptive
evolution is. Here we present a simple method by which the
number of adaptive substitutions can be estimated and apply it to
data from Drosophila simulans and D. yakuba. We estimate that
45% of all amino-acid substitutions have been ®xed by natural
selection, and that on average one adaptive substitution occurs
every 45 years in these species.
Mutations can spread through a population either by random
genetic drift or by the action of natural selection. The relative
contributions of these two processes to evolution at the DNA level is
one of the oldest and most keenly debated questions in molecular
evolution1,2. Yet despite extensive analysis3, no consensus has been
reached. With the great increase in single nucleotide polymorphism
data, however, we are now in a position to tackle this question.
The proportion of adaptive mutations can be estimated by a
simple extension of the McDonald±Kreitman test5±7. Let us begin
by assuming that all synonymous mutations are neutral, and that
all non-synonymous mutations are either strongly deleterious,
neutral or strongly advantageous. Under this model the numbers
of synonymous (Ps) and non-synonymous (Pn) polymorphisms
segregating in a sample of sequences from a population are equal
to 4NeuLsk and 4NeufLnk respectively for an autosomal locus, where
Ne is the effective population size2, u is the nucleotide mutation rate,
f is the proportion of amino-acid mutations which are neutral, Ls
and Ln are the numbers of synonymous and non-synonymous sites
respectively and k is a constant re¯ecting the probability of observing a neutral variant. The constant k is dependent upon a number
of factors including the number of sequences sampled, the sampling
strategy, demography, background selection8 and genetic hitchhiking9; however, because synonymous and non-synonymous sites
are interspersed, the value of k is the same for neutral mutations at
each type of site. We assume that advantageous mutations contribute little to polymorphism, although they may contribute
substantially to the divergence between species. This is not an
unrealistic assumption; at most an advantageous mutation will
contribute twice as much heterozygosity during its lifetime as a
neutral variant2. For example, if advantageous mutations, with an
advantage of N e s  25 (where s is the strength of selection) occur at
one-hundredth the rate of neutral mutations, they will account for
50% of substitutions, but account for just 2% of the heterozygosity.
The numbers of synonymous (Ds) and non-synonymous (Dn)
substitutions are 2utLs, and 2utfLn  a, where t is the time of
divergence between the two species being considered (strictly the
average time to coalescence of the genealogies of the sites being
considered), and a is the number of adaptive substitutions. It is not
dif®cult to show from these equations that the number of adaptive
substitutions in a gene can be estimated by
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Genes with Ps # x were excluded. The last column gives the proportion of bootstrap replicates in
which a was estimated to be less than zero. C.I., con®dence interval.

So dividing this expression by Dn gives an estimate of the proportion
of amino-acid substitutions driven by positive selection
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To estimate the average proportion of amino-acid substitutions
which are driven by adaptive evolution we need to combine data
across genes. Unfortunately, both equations (1) and (2) are unde®ned if Ps  0, and equation (2) is unde®ned if Dn  0. Furthermore, caution must be exercised in summing the values of Dn, Ds, Pn
and Ps across genes as this will give an overestimate of adaptive
substitution if Ne and f are negatively correlated, as we might expect
them to be: Ne is thought to vary across the genome in Drosophila10
owing to processes such as genetic hitch-hiking9 and background
selection8, and this variation, in association with slightly deleterious
mutations, will generate a negative correlation between Ne and f. We
have therefore estimated the average proportion of amino-acid
substitutions driven by positive selection by the expression
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where all averages are across genes. We use the average of Pn = Ps  1
to estimate the mean value of Ln f/Ls, rather than the average of Pn/Ps,
because Pn = Ps  1 is de®ned for all genes and is less biased; it is
essentially unbiased if Ps . 5. The rationale behind equation (3) is
given the Methods section. The con®dence interval of a was
obtained by bootstrapping the data by randomly selecting genes
with replacement.
We have used our method to estimate the proportion of aminoacid substitutions which have been driven by positive selection in
the divergence between D. simulans and D. yakuba by using
polymorphism data from D. simulans (see Supplementary Information for values of Dn, Ds, Pn and Ps). To do this we compiled a data set
of 43 genes for which we had multiple sequences from D. simulans
and an orthologous D. yakuba sequence. From this data set we
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Figure 1 The distribution of 1,000 bootstrap values of a for the divergence between
Drosophila simulans and D. yakuba for genes in which P s . 5. a is the average
proportion of amino-acid substitutions driven by positive selection.
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Table 2 Numbers of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions
Lineage

Dn

Ds

Dn =Ds

6.15
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10.91

14.40
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18.26

0.43
0.42
0.60
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D. simulans
D. yakuba
D. melanogaster
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Substitutions are shown along the lineages leading to D. simulans, D. yakuba and D. melanogaster
from the node which connects them. The ratio Dn =Ds is not signi®cantly different between lineages.
Dn and Ds are the average numbers of non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions.

discarded four genes that had been sequenced because they were
thought to be likely targets of adaptive evolution, and four other
genes because they contained no polymorphism in the D. simulans
alleles. Using the remaining 35 genes we estimate that 24% of all
amino-acid substitutions between D. simulans and D. yakuba have
been driven by positive adaptive evolution (Table 1). This estimate
is not signi®cantly different from zero. However, some genes have
very little polymorphism and therefore contribute a substantial
amount of variance to the estimate of a. If we remove genes which
have ®ve or fewer synonymous polymorphisms the estimate of a is
increased to 43%, which is signi®cantly greater than zero (Table 1,
Fig. 1). Removal of genes with more synonymous polymorphisms
increases the estimate of a slightly to about 50%. We therefore
estimate that a is about 45%. This is similar to an estimate recently
obtained in primates: a  35% (ref. 6). However, the removal of
genes with low Ps values has the potential to bias the estimate of a
upwards; we therefore conducted a series of simulations which
suggest that removing genes with low Ps values is not a problem in
this data set (see Methods).
We noticed that our estimate of a is reduced only slightly if we
remove three genes (mth, Zw and Hex-t1) that individually show
evidence of adaptive substitution when we conduct a McDonald±
Kreitman test7 (at P  0:05, not correcting for multiple tests)
(Table 1). Thus our method reveals evidence of adaptive evolution
even in genes which do not individually show any evidence of
positive selection.
However, the method makes two critical assumptions: (1) that
the average proportion of amino-acid mutations which are neutral,
f , is constant through time; and (2) that the mutations segregating
within a species are neutral. To test whether a change in f could be
responsible for the high estimate of a we used D. melanogaster to
partition the values of Dn and Ds between the lineages leading to
D. simulans and D. yakuba (see Methods). If there has been little or
no adaptive evolution (that is, a  0) but f was different in the past,
then we expect the ratio Dn =Ds to differ between the lineages leading
to D. simulans and D. yakuba. The ratio, however, is almost identical
in those lineages, whereas it is substantially higher along the lineage
leading to D. melanogaster (Table 2).
The method also makes the assumption that the mutations
segregating as polymorphisms within the sample of sequences are
neutral, whereas there is evidence that selection is acting upon
synonymous mutations segregating in D. simulans11,12. However,
our estimate of a will only be an overestimate if the synonymous
mutations which are segregating are more deleterious on average
than the non-synonymous mutations which are segregating. To
investigate this, we calculated the difference between the average
frequency of synonymous and the average frequency of nonsynonymous polymorphisms segregating in each gene, taking the
frequency of each polymorphism as the frequency of the minor
allele. There is no apparent difference between the frequencies of
two types of polymorphism in our sample (mean difference in
frequencies is -0.004, P . 0:1 in a paired t-test), which suggests that
synonymous and non-synonymous polymorphisms are subject to
similar levels of selection, and that our estimate of a is unbiased.
We have estimated that approximately 45% of all amino-acid
substitutions between D. simulans and D. yakuba have been adaptive. There are about 13,600 genes in the Drosophila genome, of
average length of 590 codons13, and the average number of aminoNATURE | VOL 415 | 28 FEBRUARY 2002 | www.nature.com

acid substitutions separating D. simulans and D. yakuba is 0.074 per
codon (calculated from our data); we therefore estimate that there
have been approximately 270,000 positively selected amino-acid
substitutions in the evolution of D. simulans and D. yakuba. Given
that D. simulans and D. melanogaster are thought, on the basis of
biogeographic data, to have diverged 2.5 Myr ago14, we estimate
from the data in Table 2 that D. simulans and D. yakuba diverged
,6 Myr ago. This implies that these two species have undergone one
adaptive substitution every 45 years, or one substitution every 450
generations if Drosophila undergoes ten generations a year. This is
consistent with Haldane's cost of natural selection15, the problem
which ®rst motivated Kimura to propose the neutral theory of
molecular evolution16.
M

Methods
Data
Collections of sequence data were assembled by searching the literature and sequence
databases. If DNA sequence alignments were unavailable, we obtained our DNA alignments on the basis of protein alignments generated using the default parameters of
ClustalW17 as implemented in DAMBE version 4.0.31 (ref. 18). From our initial data set of
43 genes we excluded four genes because they segregated no polymorphisms in the
sequences surveyed, and four genes that had been sequenced because they were thought to
have undergone adaptive substitution; these latter genes were three reproductive genes
(janA, janB and ocn) and one immune system gene (relish). We did not exclude genes that
were sequenced because they segregated balanced polymorphisms or genes sequenced
because they had high rates of non-synonymous substitution.

Analysis
Polymorphisms were counted using DnaSP19. To determine the number of substitutions
separating D. simulans, D. yakuba and D. melanogaster we aligned a single sequence from
each species; if multiple alleles were available we randomly selected one. The number of
synonymous and non-synonymous differences were calculated using the program codeml,
as implemented in the PAML package20 with codon frequencies estimated from the
nucleotide frequencies at the three codon positions and the ratio of Ka/Ks free to vary down
each lineage. (See the Supplementary Information for a list of genes along with their Dn,
Ds, Pn and Ps values.)
To maintain consistency with the other analyses, McDonald±Kreitman tests were
performed using the numbers of synonymous and non-synonymous differences calculated using PAML. The signi®cance of the McDonald±Kreitman test was assessed by a
Fisher's exact test; all genes which were signi®cant at 5% showed an excess of nonsynonymous substitution, rather than non-synonymous polymorphism.

Rationale for equation (3)
Equation (3) can be expanded to a form which re¯ects the rationale better:
a  Dn 2 Ds Pn = Ps  1=Dn . The numerator estimates the average number of aminoacid substitutions driven by positive selection per gene, and the expression Pn = Ps  1
estimates the mean of Lnf/Ls. We use Pn = Ps  1 rather than Pn =Ps  because the former is
less biasedÐit is essentially unbiased if Ps . 5Ðand is de®ned for all values of Ps. The
numerator is expected to be unbiased since E Dn 2 Ds z  E Dn  2 E Ds E z if Ds and
z  Ln f =Ls are uncorrelated (E(y) is the expected value of y); we do not expect Ds and z to
be strongly correlated and there is no correlation in our data sets between Ds and
Pn = Pn  1 either for all genes (r 2  0:006, P . 0:1) or for genes for which Ps . 5
(r 2  0:05, P . 0:1).

Simulations
To investigate the bias associated with estimating a we conducted a simulation in which we
used the observed values of Ps and Ds to generate new data sets. Values of Dn, Ds, Pn and Ps
Ã sz, D
Ã s, PÃsz and PÃs
were randomly generated from Poisson distributions with means of D
Ã s and PÃs are the observed values of Ds and Ps and z  Ln f =L. The value
respectively where D
of a was calculated for each replicate data set, removing genes with Ps , x after randomly
generating a data set to simulate the effect of removing genes with low Ps. We investigated
three models: (1) a single value of z was applied to all genes, (2) z was allowed to vary
randomly, and (3) z was negatively correlated to Ps. The value of a was set to zero in each
gene. For each set of parameters (that is, values of z and the value of Ps below which genes
are discarded) 100 replicate data sets were produced. We calculated the mean of a and the
95% percentiles. In simulations with Ps . 5 the mean of a was less than 5% in all
simulations with the 95% percentile being below 13% in all simulations (see the
Supplementary Information for additional simulation results).
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Although positive selection has been detected in many genes, its
overall contribution to protein evolution is debatable1. If the bulk
of molecular evolution is neutral, then the ratio of amino-acid (A)
to synonymous (S) polymorphism should, on average, equal that
of divergence2. A comparison of the A/S ratio of polymorphism in
Drosophila melanogaster with that of divergence from Drosophila
simulans shows that the A/S ratio of divergence is twice as highÐa
difference that is often attributed to positive selection. But an
increase in selective constraint owing to an increase in effective
population size could also explain this observation, and, if so, all
genes should be affected similarly. Here we show that the difference between polymorphism and divergence is limited to only a
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fraction of the genes, which are also evolving more rapidly, and this
implies that positive selection is responsible. A higher A/S ratio of
divergence than of polymorphism is also observed in other species,
which suggests a rate of adaptive evolution that is far higher than
permitted by the neutral theory of molecular evolution.
The neutral theory holds that the bulk of DNA divergence
between species is driven by mutation and drift, rather than by
positive darwinian selection3. But because the effect of positive
selection is often masked by negative selection4, detecting positive
selection is a challenging task. A rate of amino-acid substitution
greater than that of synonymous substitution can be explained only
by positive selection5, but such a criterion is very stringent as
negative selection lowers the rate of amino-acid substitution. A
high rate of amino-acid substitution is limited mostly to genes that
are involved in resistance to disease or in sexual reproduction, where
there is continual room for improvement6,7.
The McDonald±Kreitman test can detect positive selection even
in the presence of negative selection through a ratio of amino-acid
divergence to synonymous divergence greater than that of
polymorphism2. The A/S ratio of divergence is in¯ated above
polymorphism by advantageous amino-acid mutations, which
quickly sweep through a population but have a cumulative effect
on divergence. The McDonald±Kreitman test has been applied to
many genes individually, but only a few have yielded a signi®cant
excess of amino-acid divergence (Drosophila genes are reviewed in
refs 8, 9). This may in part be caused by a lack of power in detecting
positive selection in individual genes unless a large number of
adaptive substitutions have occurred.
For those genes that have yielded a signi®cant McDonald±
Kreitman test result, the A/S ratio of divergence is more than twice
as great as polymorphism10±12. The effects of positive selection may
also be obscured by slightly deleterious amino-acid mutations
that in¯ate the A/S ratio of polymorphism but not divergence.
The effects of slightly deleterious mutations can be removed by
comparing common polymorphism with divergence, because deleterious amino-acid mutations are kept at low frequency in the
population4. This can only be done when the data from a large
number of genes are combined; individual genes rarely contain
more than a few common amino-acid polymorphisms.
An important but rarely appreciated assumption of the
McDonald±Kreitman test is that the selective constraint on a gene
remains constant over time. The selective constraint on a gene is
determined by the proportion of amino-acid mutations that are
deleterious3, 2Ns , -1, so both a change in the selection coef®cient
(s) and a change in effective population size (N) can result in a
change in selective constraint. Although it is well known that
selective constraint is not static across phylogenetic lineages13,14,
this assumption is rarely justi®ed in applications of the McDonald±
Kreitman test. Whereas the strength of selection on each gene might
¯uctuate over time depending on the genetic or environmental
background, a genome-wide change in constraint, such as that
caused by a change in effective population size, should produce a
consistent increase or decrease in the A/S ratio across all genes.
Alternatively, under positive selection each gene might be affected
to a different degree and some genes might not be affected at all.
To compare genomic patterns of amino-acid and synonymous
Table 1 Polymorphisms in D. melanogaster and divergence from D. simulans
Gene*

Class

Amino-acid
polymorphism, A

Synonymous
polymorphism, S

A/S

4
6
42
79
44
421

67
46
189
126
118
521

0.06
0.13
0.22
0.63
0.37
0.81
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X-linked

Autosomal

Rare (#12.5%)
Common (.12.5%)
Divergence
Rare
Common
Divergence

.............................................................................................................................................................................
* There are 5 X-linked and 31 autosomal genes with a sample size of eight or greater (see text for the
data from all 45 genes).
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